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Introduction

This update contains the following changes:

1. Update to reminder dialog group: **VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF REENTER INFO**
   Updated to replace sequence 5 with unique group **VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES CLOSED TBI**
   (the former group was also used in Post Deployment Dialog)

   **Before:**

   DIALOG GROUP NAME: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF SERVICE [NATIONAL] *LIMITED EDIT*  
   Item Seq.  Dialog Summary  
   1  Group: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF SERVICE  
   2 5  Group: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF REENTER INFO  
      Replaced by VA-OEF/OIF SERVICE REGISTRATION if Reminder Term  
      VA-IRAQ/AFGHAN SERVICE REGISTRATION evaluates as TRUE  
   3 5.5  Group: **VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES CLOSED TBI**  
   4 5.5.5  Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE NO  
   5 5.5.10  Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES ANY CONFLICT

   **After:**

   DIALOG GROUP NAME: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF SERVICE [NATIONAL] *LIMITED EDIT*  
   Item Seq.  Dialog Summary  
   1  Group: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF SERVICE  
   2 5  Group: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF REENTER INFO  
      Replaced by VA-OEF/OIF SERVICE REGISTRATION if Reminder Term  
      VA-IRAQ/AFGHAN SERVICE REGISTRATION evaluates as TRUE  
   3 5.5  Group: **VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES CLOSED TBI**  
   4 5.5.5  Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE NO  
   5 5.5.10  Group: **VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES ANY CONFLICT TBI**  
   6 5.5.10.15  Group: VA-GP CONFLICT LOCATIONS
2. **Update to reminder dialog element**: VAL-BENE TRAV CONSULT DISAPPROVED TEXT (PLEASE DIRECT)
   Removed alternate progress note text so that the phone number entered in the dialog text will display in the note

3. **Update to reminder definition** VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL (BT) that is used in branching logic for the Benetravel templates.

   Added FI (7) to the cohort logic and updated description to include this edit
   
   **Before:**
   Customized PATIENT COHORT LOGIC to see if the Reminder applies to a patient:
   FI(1)&(FI(2)!FI(3)!FI(4)!FI(5))
   Expanded Patient Cohort Logic:
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-APPROVED)&(FI(VA-BENE REPLY-ONE TIME)!
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-3 MONTHS)!FI(VA-BENE REPLY-6 MONTHS)!
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-1 YEAR))

   **After:**
   Customized PATIENT COHORT LOGIC to see if the Reminder applies to a patient:
   FI(1)&(FI(2)!FI(3)!FI(4)!FI(5)!FI(7))
   Expanded Patient Cohort Logic:
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-APPROVED)&(FI(VA-BENE REPLY-ONE TIME)!
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-3 MONTHS)!FI(VA-BENE REPLY-6 MONTHS)!
   FI(VA-BENE REPLY-1 YEAR)!FI(VA-BENE REPLY-1 MONTH))

4. **Update to reminder dialog element** HF VA-HOMELESS RECEIVING FOOD ASSIST
   The reminder was not resolving properly. Added finding item HF. UNABLE TO PERFORM HOMELESS SCREEN which will work with the existing definition logic to this element.
5. **Update to the following groups to add a prompt for pick up time:**

- VA-BENE TRAV GP NEAREST FACILITY PRIMARY CARE TIME
- VA-BENE TRAV GP NEAREST FACILITY MENTAL HEALTH TIME
- VA-BENE TRAV GP NEAREST FACILITY SPECIALTY CARE TIME
- VA-BENE TRAV COMMON CARRIER TIME
- VA-BENE TRAV GP SPECIAL MODE TIME
- VA-BENE TRAV GP ATTENDANT ESTIMATED TIME FRAME

**Before:**

```
Date travel is to commence: *Mar 27, 2018  *
```

**After:**

```
Date travel is to commence: *  
Pick up time (if needed):
```

6. **New national Taxonomy VA-PAVE**

A new national taxonomy was created for sites to use locally in their local PAVE reminder

VHA DIRECTIVE 1410

This VHA directive is scheduled for recertification on or before the last working day of March 2022. This VHA directive will continue to serve as national VHA policy until it is recertified or rescinded.

Prevention of Amputation in Veterans Everywhere (PAVE) Program, provides a model of care for:

1. Those patients “at-risk” for primary amputation (patients with diabetes, end stage renal disease, peripheral vascular disease and any cause sensory neuropathy); and
2. Those patients who have already suffered an amputation (whether traumatic or as a complication of another disease process).

This taxonomy will identify those Veterans at risk for or who have sustained an amputation.

NOTE: The data captured for reporting are found in the VSSC Clinical Programs, Amputations Treatment and Prevention Pyramid

Cubes: [http://vssc.med.va.gov](http://vssc.med.va.gov). This is an internal VA Web site that is not available to the public.
7. **Update to descriptive text in Step 6 and version number of Suicide Safety Plan.**

   **New group VA-GP SAFETY PLAN UPDATE 0418**

   **Before:**

   ![Reminder Dialog Template Suicide Safety Plan](image1)

   **Step 6: Making the Environment Safe**

   ![View PURPOSE for Step 6](image2)

   Purpose: Assess whether the Veteran has thought about a method or developed a specific plan to kill himself/herself and reduce access to all lethal means, regardless of Veteran's stated method(s)/plan(s). Determine the Veteran's access to any lethal means and collaborate with Veteran to find acceptable, voluntary options that reduce access to means and make the environment safer. These actions may include locking up or finding temporary offsite storage for excess medications, firearms, knives or other weapons. Explain to the Veteran that having ready access to lethal means places the Veteran at greater risk for suicide and does not allow enough time for the Veteran to use the coping strategies or sources of support listed on the Safety Plan. Motivational interviewing principles and a Veteran-centric approach are helpful guides to this conversation. If reluctance is expressed, ask the Veteran to identify the pros and cons of having access to the lethal method.

   Planning barriers to access is a multi-step process and may include follow-up with the Veteran and/or a trusted person to confirm that the plan was implemented.

   **After:**

   ![Reminder Dialog Template Suicide Prevention Safety Plan](image3)

   **Step 6: Making the Environment Safe**

   ![View PURPOSE for Step 6](image4)

   Purpose: Assess whether the Veteran has thought about a method or developed a specific plan to kill himself/herself and reduce access to all lethal means, regardless of Veteran's stated method(s)/plan(s). Determine the Veteran's access to any lethal means and collaborate with Veteran to find acceptable, voluntary options that reduce access to means and make the environment safer. Actions may include locking up or finding temporary offsite storage for excess medications, firearms, knives or other weapons. Explain to the Veteran that having ready access to lethal means places the Veteran at greater risk for suicide and does not allow enough time for the Veteran to use the coping strategies or sources of support listed on the Safety Plan.

   Motivational interviewing principles and a Veteran-centric approach are helpful guides to this conversation. If reluctance is expressed, ask the Veteran to identify the pros and cons of having access to lethal means.

   Planning barriers to access is a multi-step process and may include follow-up with the Veteran and/or a trusted person to confirm that the action plan was implemented.

   The follow up action date in step 6 was also removed from this template.
UPDATE_2_0_48 contains 1 Reminder Exchange entry:
  UPDATE_2_0_48 MISC UPDATE 6

The exchange file contains the following components:

**TIU TEMPLATE FIELD**
- VA-OPIOID USE SPANISH
- VA-OPIOID USE ENGLISH
- VA-OPIOID SAFETY SPANISH
- VA-OPIOID SAFETY ENGLISH
- VA SP EB30
- VA SP 3 LINES
- VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY-ATTENDANT
- VA-BENEFIT TRAVEL TEXT (6 CHAR)
- VA-BENE DATE REQUIRED
- VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE EST TIME FRAME STATEMENT DISPLAY
- VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY

**HEALTH FACTORS**
- VA-REMINDER UPDATES
- VA-UPDATE_2_0_48
- VA-NALOXONE
- VA-NALOXONE NOT NEEDED
- VA-PATIENT DECLINED NALOXONE
- VA-NALOXONE RX REQUEST PROVIDER NOTIFIED
- VA-NALOXONE RX ORDERED
- VA-SUICIDE SAFETY PLAN
- VA-SP OPIOID DISCUSSION NO
- VA-SP OPIOID ACCESS YES
- VA-SP OPIOID ACCESS NO
- VA-SP GUNLOCK OFFERED NO
- VA-SP FIREARM DISCUSSION NO
- VA-SP FIREARM ACCESS YES
- VA-SP FIREARM ACCESS NO
- VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME
- VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1MTHS
- VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1YR
- VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 6MTHS
- VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 3MTHS
- VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1X
- VA-BENE SM DURATION
- VA-BENE SM 1 MONTH
- VA-BENE SM 1 YEAR
- VA-BENE 6 MONTHS
- VA-BENE SM 3 MONTHS
- VA-BENE SM ONE TIME
- VA-BENE COMMON CARRIER 1 MONTH
- VA-BENE COMMON CARRIER 1 YEAR
- VA-BENE COMMON CARRIER 6 MONTHS
- VA-BENE COMMON CARRIER 3 MONTHS
- VA-BENE COMMON CARRIER ONE TIME
- VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY DURATION
- VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 MONTH(SC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 YEAR(SC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 6 MONTHS(SC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 3 MONTHS(SC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY ONE TIME(SC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 MONTH(MH)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY ONE TIME(MH)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 YEAR(MH)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 6 MONTHS(MH)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 3 MONTHS(MH)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 MONTH(PC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 YEAR(PC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 6 MONTHS(PC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 3 MONTHS(PC)
VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY ONE TIME(PC)
HOMELESSNESS SCREENING
UNABLE TO PERFORM HOMELESS SCREEN
IRAQ/AFGHANISTAN
SYRIA SERVICE
UZBEKISTAN SERVICE
TAJKISTAN SERVICE
PHILIPPINES SERVICE
PAKISTAN SERVICE
KYRGYZSTAN SERVICE
GEORGIA SERVICE
AFGHANISTAN SERVICE
OTHER SERVICE LOCATION
TURKEY SERVICE
SAUDI ARABIA SERVICE
KUWAIT SERVICE
IRAQ SERVICE
NO IRAQ/AFGHAN SERVICE
VA-BENE CONSULT REPLY
VA-BENE REPLY-1 MONTH
VA-BENE REPLY-CHANGE IN BENEFITS
VA-BENE REPLY-1 YEAR
VA-BENE REPLY-6 MONTHS
VA-BENE REPLY-3 MONTHS
VA-BENE REPLY-ONE TIME
VA-BENE REPLY-APPROVED

REMINDER SPONSOR
Mental Health Services
Office of Nursing Service
Office of Patient Care Services
Office of Public Health and Environmental Hazards

REMINDER TAXONOMY
VA-PAVE

REMINDER TERM
VA-REMINDER UPDATE_2_0_48
VA-IRAQ/AFGHAN SERVICE REGISTRATION
REMINDER DEFINITION
VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL (BT)

REMINDER DIALOG
VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6

Install Details
This update is being distributed as a web host file. The address for the host file is:
http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_48.PRD

The file will be installed using Reminder Exchange, programmer access is not required.

Installation:
=================
This update can be loaded with users on the system. Installation will take less than 15 minutes.

Pre-Install

1. Verify that you have installed the following updates PRIOR to this install. Do this by looking for the entry in reminder exchange and check the Installation History (IH) for the entries:

   Clinical Reminder Update_2_0_35 VA-BENE TRAVEL UPDATE
   http://www.va.gov/vdl/documents/Clinical/CPRS-
   Clinical_Reminders/update_2_0_35_IG.pdf

   Clinical Reminder Update_2_0_39 VA-SUICIDE SAFETY PLAN
   http://www.va.gov/vdl/documents/Clinical/CPRS-
   Clinical_Reminders/update_2_0_39_IG.pdf

2. Using the menu, Reminder Dialog Management, Reminder Dialogs, Change the view to elements and inquire for the reminder dialog element VAL-BENE TRAV CONSULT DISAPPROVED TEXT. Review the dialog text from the pre-install inquiry, you may have made local modifications and you will need to update the dialog text post install.

3. Using the menu, Reminder Dialog Management, Reminder Dialogs, Change the view to elements and inquire for the reminder dialog element VA-EL SAFETY PLAN STEP 6 OPIOID KIT YES RX, identify the finding item added as an additional finding as you will need to add this again in the post-install.
Install Example

To Load the Web Host File. Navigate to Reminder exchange in Vista

At the **Select Action** prompt, enter **LWH** for Load Web Host File
At the **Input the url for the .prd file:** prompt, type the following web address: 
**http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_48.PRD**

You should see a message at the top of your screen that the file successfully loaded.

**Install the first exchange file:**
Search and locate an entry titled UPDATE_2_0_48 MISC UPDATE 6 in reminder exchange.

At the **Select Action** prompt, enter **IFE** for Install Exchange File Entry
Enter the number that corresponds with your entry **UPDATE_2_0_48 MISC UPDATE 6** (in this example it is entry 357, it will vary by site)
At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** to install all components.

You will then see multiple prompts, THE PROMPTS YOU SEE MAY VARY depending on your prior configuration of this reminder, As a general rule, you will:

- **Install** all new Components (there are a few new health factors and reminder terms)
- **Overwrite** the other components that are different.

**You will then be prompted to install the reminder dialog:**

At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** to install all components.

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y// ES**
When the dialog has completed installation, you will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.

Install Completed
Post Installation

1. Update the local text for the Bene Travel Disapproved element:

   VAL-BENE TRAV CONSULT DISAPPROVED TEXT. Review the dialog text and compare to your pre-install inquiry, you may have made local modifications and you will need to update the dialog text post install.

2. Map your site’s quick order (or ordering menu) for ordering Naloxone identified in the pre-install to the following element: VA-EL SAFETY PLAN STEP 6 OPIOID KIT YES RX

3. Confirm the updates to the suicide safety plan:
   In CPRS, on a test patient, open the note SUICIDE SAFETY PLAN on a test patient, confirm that you can see the version of 2.2 at the top of the template.

4. Delete the reminder dialog group VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6
   This step is optional, the reminder dialog group VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6 was created as a local group and is a transporting tool for the updated components and can be deleted through dialog manager if desired.

   DIALOG GROUP NAME: VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6
   Item  Seq.    Dialog Summary
   1     Group: VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6
   2.5   Group: VA-GP TBI OEF/OIF REENTER INFO
      Replaced by VA-OEF/OIF SERVICE REGISTRATION if Reminder Term VA-IRAQ/AFGHAN SERVICE REGISTRATION evaluates as TRUE
   3     5.5  Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES CLOSED TBI
   4     5.5.5 Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE NO
   5     5.5.10 Group: VA-GP OIF COMBAT SERVICE YES ANY CONFLICT TBI
   6     5.5.10.15 Group: VA-GP CONFLICT LOCATIONS
   7     5.5.10.15.5 Element: VA-HF OIF IRAQ
      +   Next Screen - Prev Screen ?? More Actions

   ADD  Add Element/Group    DP  Progress Note Text    DT  Dialog Text
   CO   Copy Dialog Group    DS  Dialog Summary    ED  Edit/Delete Group
   DD   Detailed Display    DO  Dialog Overview    QU  Quit
   Select Item: Next Screen// ED  Edit/Delete Group
   Not used by any other dialog
   NAME: VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6//
      SURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THE ENTIRE 'VA-GP MISC UPDATE 6' REMINDER DIALOG? Y
NOTE: If there are any questions or problems during the installation, please notify your local IT support to log a national help desk ticket or contact the VA Service Desk and have them submit a national ticket to:

Category: Enterprise Applications
Subcategory: Applications
   Enterprise Application: VistA - Clinical Reminders